Hexagon PPM’s AEC Solutions

Eliminate the frustrations of the status quo with Hexagon’s solutions and products for building construction. Use our solutions to create an end-to-end construction management suite for true visibility into the project. A digital, integrated construction solution provides the right information to complete your job.

Improve your building construction processes with digital tools that are proactive, not reactive.
Products and Solutions:

Construction Insight
Digitalize workflows and connect the office, field and stakeholders in one environment.

BricsCAD BIM
Your perfect BIM workflow – better document coordination with reduced potential for design errors can lead to savings of money and time in all phases of a building’s lifecycle.

EcoSys™
Project performance software for portfolios, projects and contracts

HxGN™ Smart Build
Rethink construction with a tool that connects the office and field for ultimate visibility into project status with the ability to drill into details for root cause analysis, enabling faster course corrections.

Features of Our Products and Solutions:

Portfolio Planning
Make strategic decisions for opportunity and resource planning

Design
Integrated construction management simplifies collaboration and the Request for Information (RFI) process.

Pre-Construction
Planning early to mitigate future issues enables projects to run smoother. The visibility and collaboration offered in digital construction gives project managers insight to improve pre-construction.

Construction Execution
Bring all the relevant information into one environment; 2D drawings, 3D models, labor resources, progress and schedule and cost reporting to mitigate issues and improve project management.

Facility Management
Knowing the building lifecycle enables facility management to make informed maintenance decisions.

With Smart Build, we have been able to document some amazing efficiency gains including a 60% efficiency increase in issues management and over 7x productivity gains in our digital layout workflows!”

-Nantong Sijian Construction Group Co. Ltd.

About Hexagon

Hexagon is a global leader in sensor, software and autonomous solutions. We are putting data to work to boost efficiency, productivity, and quality across industrial, manufacturing, infrastructure, safety, and mobility applications.

Our technologies are shaping urban and production ecosystems to become increasingly connected and autonomous — ensuring a scalable, sustainable future.

Hexagon’s PPM division empowers its clients to transform unstructured information into a smart digital asset to visualize, build and manage structures and facilities of all complexities, ensuring safe and efficient operation throughout the entire lifecycle.

Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) has approximately 21,000 employees in 50 countries and net sales of approximately 3.9bn EUR. Learn more at hexagon.com and follow us @HexagonAB.
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